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The content herein is based on the primary survey carried out and consequent data provided by Nielsen India on behalf of Facebook India Online Services Private 

Limited (“Primary Data”) which has been relied upon while conducting the secondary survey by [KPMG in India] (“KPMG”). KPMG has also referred to information 

from public domain and other secondary sources in conducting secondary survey (“Secondary Data”). KPMG has not verified or investigated Primary Data or 

Secondary Data and assumes no responsibility for the veracity, accuracy and completeness of such information and will not be held liable for it under any 

circumstances. KPMG accordingly disclaims all responsibility and liability for use of such Primary Data or Secondary Data, including disclaims any warranty for 

accuracy, veracity, completeness or non-infringement.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. No one should act on 

such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.

In connection with the report or any part thereof, KPMG does not owe duty of care (whether in contract or in tort or under statute or otherwise) to any person or 

party to whom the report is circulated to and KPMG shall not be liable to any party who uses or relies on this report. KPMG thus disclaims all responsibility or 

liability for any costs, claims, damages, losses, liabilities, expenses incurred by such third party arising out of or in connection with the report or any part thereof 

including for any acts of commission or omission therein, howsoever caused.

Although we have attempted to provide correct and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is correct as of the date it is received or 

that it will continue to be correct in the future.

Use of companies’ names in the report is only to exemplify the trends in the industry. We maintain our independence from such entities and no bias is intended 

towards any of them in the report.

The report may make reference to ‘KPMG Analysis’; this merely indicates that we have (where specified) undertaken certain analytical activities on the underlying 

data to arrive at the information presented; we do not accept responsibility for the veracity of the underlying data.

The views and opinions expressed herein are those of the interviewees, survey respondents and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of KPMG in 

India.

This study is commissioned by Facebook.

By reading this report, the reader of the report shall be deemed to have accepted the terms mentioned hereinabove.
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Sources:

[1] Ericsson Mobility Report India, 

Indian express, June 2017

[2] Me, my life, my wallet report by KPMG 

International, November 2017

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

India, currently the second-largest 

smartphone market globally, is expected to 

have 1.4 billion distinct mobile subscribers 

by 20221. Rising disposable income, growing 

internet penetration and decreasing data 

costs are contributing to the fast-paced 

adoption of smartphones in the country, 

offering OEMs an ample opportunity to grow. 

This increasing demand has attracted new 

players, both Indian and foreign, to offer 

consumers a number of options, spoiling 

them for choice. Purchasing a smartphone2

has arguably become more important than 

buying a first car, as the former has 

transformed its usage from being just a 

communication device to becoming a digital 

wallet. It has become key to attracting 

consumers’ attention, and their social 

connections — family, friends and beyond. 

In this report, we identified the challenging 

areas of and the leading reasons behind 

dropouts in the path to purchase, referred to 

as ‘friction’, leading to a loss of revenue for 

brands. With an average person’s attention 

span reducing, increased scope of 

connectivity and acceptance towards new 

technologies, consumers demand everything 

with limited efforts at a click of a button, and 

any change in the expectation can cause 

them to abandon their purchase journey. 

A survey was conducted by Nielsen India, 

among 924 respondents across Socio–

Economic Classes (SEC) A, Socio–

Economic Classes (SEC) B and varied age 

groups. The study also entailed interactions 

with industry experts to obtain their 

perspective on the possible approaches that 

could help eliminate friction and improve 

conversion rates.

As per the report findings: 

• Overall friction accounts for 66 per 

cent of consumer dropouts, while 34 

per cent of consumer dropouts are 

attributed to media friction, leading to 

a loss of nearly USD22 billion in 

revenues 

• Mobile influences about USD8.5 billion 

worth of sales of smartphones, and is 

expected to double its influence by 

2022, leading to nearly USD15.6 billion 

worth of sales

• Consumers  purchasing on mobile 

have a 14 per cent shorter purchase 

journey as compared to consumers 

purchasing offline

• Mobile has the ability to reduce 

friction by 5 percentage points and 

create nearly USD3.1 billion worth of 

sales opportunities for businesses
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UNDERSTANDING THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL CONSUMER 

MY ATTENTIONMY MOTIVATION MY CONNECTION MY WATCH MY WALLET

Motivational characteristics 

that drive behaviours 

and expectations

How consumers  balance 

constraints of time and how 

they change across life 

events

Ways consumers 

direct their attention 

and focus

How consumers connect 

to devices, information 

and 

each other

How consumers adjust 

their share of wallet 

across life events

• Smartphone at the centre 

of connected devices 

• Community support 

• Customised updates  

• Customised offers – other 

products/services 

• Bundled offers/discounts

• Monthly subscription

• Software as differentiation 

• Easy payment options

• Top up — extended 

warranty

• Replacement offers

• Targeted 

communication 

• Relevant information  

• Channel and media of 

choice 

• Customised offers/  

payment modes 

• Assisted selling

• Customised products 

• Click to collect

• Dedicated service agents 

• Doorstep service 

• One touch service 

• Replacement devices 

• Data safety, privacy and 

migration 

• Special life event 

offers/communication

Changing purchase behaviour and the need for personalisation has demanded fresh ways of thinking with reference to attracting consumers. Understanding the complex underlying 

drivers of human decision-making has become significantly more important with the growing scope of digital disruptions. Consumer behaviour is changing at a rapid pace; 

information is available at a click of a button and decision-making is no more a linear process. Consumers tend to change their mind standing at a retail store just before making a 

payment; both the decision-making cycle and attention span are reducing. Hence, predicting the future is not going to be easy, as age is no longer used as a proxy to understand 

consumers.

The ‘Five Mys framework’ is designed to help identify the real drivers of consumer behaviour, along with the critical trade-offs among purchase decisions across the breadth of 

digital wallets, leading to more targeted and contextualised experiences and products and services that would create value for both consumers and companies.

Understanding the smartphone consumer through the Five Mys framework

Consumer expectations

Source:  

Me, my life, my wallet report by KPMG International, November 2017
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UNDERSTANDING AND DEFINING 
FRICTION 

Consumers like to follow the path of least resistance and aim to 

avoid anything that makes it challenging for them to move to the next 

step or make a purchase. The traditional paths to purchase are 

getting transformed with the advent of technology, smartphones and 

digital assistants, and are likely to get replaced by personalised 

journeys. 

Today’s consumers expect and demand convenience, speed, 

automation and simplicity that were absent in the purchase cycle a 

few years ago. Friction is therefore referred to as any unnecessary 

additional effort, incremental step or inconvenience which may make 

consumers abandon their purchase journey.

Friction may occur offline or online, which may push consumers to 

unnecessarily wait, queue up, click/type/tap/add information or fill 

contact forms. On their journey, they may also have to load, buffer, 

switch channels/windows or be on hold to receive service. It can 

hinder efficiency, impacting consumer experience as well as the 

purchase journey.  

Research shows that consumer challenges that lead to friction can 

occur across three primary stages of the consumer journey: 

awareness, consideration and intent, as listed below. Businesses 

may be offering friction unknowingly, hindering the efficiency and, in 

turn, the consumer journey.

Awareness friction: Every touchpoint or missing touchpoint that 

requires prospective consumers to make effort to discover a brand  

Consideration friction: Every touchpoint or missing touchpoint that 

requires prospective consumers to make effort to consider a brand

Intent friction: Every touchpoint or missing touchpoint that requires  

prospective consumers to make effort to purchase a brand.

Awareness

Consideration 

Intent 

Buyer

Discovering the product 

and identifying the need

Gathering information and 

decision-making parameters to 

narrow the consideration set

Displaying realistic intention to 

understand the purchase process

Completing the transaction

First time purchaser of 

a smartphone 

Repeat purchaser 

of a smartphone

Buyer

Post

purchase

Potential buyer

Awareness 

friction

Consideration

friction

Path-to-purchase (P2P)

Intent

friction
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DECODING FRICTION ACROSS PURCHASE STAGES

• Prospect finds little relevant information
• No expert advice/answers available to 

the prospect
• Offer communication not clear to the 

prospect 
• Too many models are advertised 
• Too many brands are advertised 
• Prospect does not know where to get 

the information 

Need 

identified

Discover 

models/

brands
• Prospect finds too much/too

little information from ads 

• Ads do not outline the features and price 

points clearly 

• Prospect does not know what to do next 

after watching ads 

• Product/brand was not relevant

Information gap

Information gap

• Irrelevant offers or ads sent 

Awareness

• Connectivity issue impacted 

prospect's ad experience

Technology

• Prospect does not know where 

to get the product from

Awareness

• Limited trust on the medium with 

reference to  information 

authenticity, credibility, etc.

Trust

• Representative could not 

address prospect's queries 

• No easy access to someone to 

speak/chat with from customer 

service centre

Support

• Prospect does not find 

relevant information 

Information gap

• Limited payment or 

financing options listed

• Hidden costs at checkout

Payment

Awareness

Consideration

Intent

Research 

models and 

features 

Compare 

models/

brands

Seek 

opinions

Visit retail/

e-store

Seek expert 

views

Visit brand/

e-commerce 

website

Understand 

after sales 

services

Compare 

financing/ payment 

options

Friction areas (P2P)

Purchase
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NEARLY TWO-THIRD RESPONDENTS DROP OUT OF THE PURCHASE JOURNEY DUE TO 
FRICTION

Aware

decision makers

Consideration

Intent

67%

54%

Purchase

34%

Total friction 

Media 

friction

11%

14%

11%

9%

• Deep Dive is only among 89 per cent of the population who are ‘Aware decision 

makers’ for the ‘Smartphone' category

• At the intent stage, only dealers and online touch-points were evaluated in the media 

mix to calculate friction

Active considerers — begun to consider in the last six months, but are yet to purchase

Passive considerers — begun to consider in the last one year, but are yet to purchase

Buyers — bought in the last six months

Awareness 

friction

Consideration

friction

Intent 

friction

34%

Total population  – 100% 

All aware
As per the survey, 5 per cent of the overall 

population is not aware of the category, 

providing potential opportunity for 

marketers to create awareness. 

In addition, 6 per cent of respondents are 

aware of the category; however, they do 

not have a say in the decision making 

process, as they may depend on their 

peers for their purchase decisions due to 

varied reasons, such as lack of product 

relevance and need realisation.

Friction can also be encountered at a particular media touch-point. A lack of, or too much information, long sequences of steps, extra effort and redundant activities that result 

in the loss of interest and abandonment of purchase journey on account of media by a consumer is referred to as media friction. 

Overall  friction

95%

89%

22%

13%

20%

66%
Base = 924
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MOBILE HAS A POTENTIAL TO CREATE A USD3.1 BILLION SALES OPPORTUNITY FOR 
BRANDS, BY REDUCING MEDIA FRICTION

Friction can result in reduced sales, thus impacting the overall revenue for a brand. The study suggests that nearly two-thirds of the consumer dropouts of the purchase 

journey take place due to friction. Brands can reduce the impact of media friction by eliminating challenges; however, they can be further reduced by enhancing the media 

mix.

As per the estimates, mobile has the ability to reduce media friction by 5 percentage points, creating a sales opportunity of USD3.1 billion for a brand. Currently, nearly one 

out of two smartphone purchases is influenced by mobile, and by 2022e nearly three out of four smartphone purchases would be influenced by mobile. Hence, it becomes 

imperative for marketers to improve their media mix by having a greater share of marketing activities on mobile.

Media friction 

observed in purchase 

journey 
34%

2017

Estimated media 

friction in purchase 

journey 
29%

2022e

By reducing media friction, brands can create a

USD3.1 billion sales opportunity

Note: Potential revenue opportunity estimation is based on the potential reduction in consumer dropout. Modelling for reduction in dropouts is based on the potential friction reduction, 

which may get impacted due to the usage of mobile-based media.  

Source for 2017 base data: Euro monitor: Mobile phones in India Database, April 2018
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NEARLY 8 OUT OF 10 PEOPLE FACE FRICTION IN THEIR PURCHASE JOURNEY ON OFFLINE 
MEDIA SUCH AS PRINT, OUTDOOR AND RADIO

Consideration

Intent

67%

54%

Purchase

Media 

friction

14%

11%

9%

Active considerers — begun to consider in the last six months, but are yet to purchase

Passive considerers — begun to consider in the last one year, but are yet to purchase

Buyers — bought in the last six months

Note*: At the intent stage, only dealer and online touch points 

were evaluated in the media mix to calculate friction

Television

49%

Print 

80%

Outdoor

78%

Radio

83%

Dealer

31%

Online 

62%

Television

55%

Print 

91%

Outdoor

93%

Radio

89%

Dealer

33%

Online 

65%

Dealer

36%

Online media

69%

Cost per acquisition, one of the key marketing KPIs, can increase substantially if leads generated/prospects abandon the purchase journey, leading to loss in sales revenue. It can further 

dent the marketing ROI, if prospects take longer to get converted into sales and spend more time at each stage of the journey. 

Therefore, reducing friction and providing frictionless experience not only enhances consumer experience, but also helps businesses achieve top line growth. As per the study, awareness 

and intent offer maximum friction, which is credited to static media touch points, such as print, radio and outdoor. 

Base - respondents who are category aware 

and decision makers

Base - respondents at consideration stage

Base* - respondents at intent stage

Awareness 

friction

Consideration

friction

Intent 

friction

34%

Base = 924

Media touch points friction score

Aware

decision makers

All aware 95%

89%

Total population  – 100% 
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Prospect did not get preferred 

payment option

Prospect did not get all relevant 

information

WOMEN SEEK MORE EXPLICIT COMMUNICATION, WHILE MEN DEMAND MORE RELEVANT 
INFORMATION 

According to the research conducted, marketers need to be more fluid in their approach and target both genders differently. 

Women look out for more information at all stages of the purchase journey and expect clear information, while men feel that brands do not share relevant communication. 

Furthermore, women get overwhelmed by various brand advertisements, whereas for men, different models from the same brand hamper their experience. 

Businesses could take advantage of targeted marketing and build distinct  communication for both men and women. Storytelling, FAQs and sequential advertisements 

are quick methodologies that brands can leverage. 

Aware decision makers

Consideration

Intent

89%

67%

56%

Purchase

38%

89%

66%

52%

29%

22%

18%

23%

14%

23%

11%

Ads do not outline the features and 

price points clearly 

Prospect finds too much/too little 

information from ads

Prospect finds little relevant 

information

Too many models are advertised 

Prospect did not get preferred 

payment option

Limited payment or financing 

options listed 

Prospect finds too much/too little 

information from ads

Ads do not outline the features and 

price points clearly

Offered communication not clear to 

prospect

Too many brands are advertised 

Dealer Print Radio Digital medium 

Top friction media points

Note: At the intent stage, only dealer and online touch-points were 

evaluated in the media mix to calculate friction

Total population  – 100% Total population  – 100% 

Male Female
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PEOPLE OVER 35 YEARS ARE MORE LIKELY TO ABANDON PURCHASE, AS THEY ARE 
SENSITIVE TO INCONVENIENCE IN PATH TO PURCHASE

The study suggests, respondents over 35 years of age have less resistance to friction and are more likely to drop out. Age brings changes to one’s lifestyle, needs and personal 

values. It further impacts the choice of brands and products. Therefore, people over 35 years do not pay much attention to advertisements and want only relevant information to be 

targeted at them. The younger age group, i.e., over 25 years, actively discovers information and believes that most experts are not equipped to answer their queries. Brands can try 

and build more trust with the older age group by targeting brands/products most suited to their needs, and could assist the younger population with technical queries through chat 

services and assisted sales. 

Consideration

Intent

89%

66%

56%

Purchase

40%

89%

64%

47%

25%

18–24
years

23%

16%

25%

17%

22%

10%

25–34
years

35–49
years

Aware decision makers

89%

70%

59%

34%

11%

19%

25%

Ads do not outline the 

features & price points clearly

Prospect does not know what 

to do next after watching ads

Friction points 

for 18-24 years

Friction points 

for 25-34  years

Friction points 

for 35-49  years

Too many brands are 

advertised

Prospect finds little relevant 

information

Prospect did not want to pay 

additional charge

Prospect was not given all 

relevant information

Ads do not outline the 

features and price points 

clearly

Prospect finds too much/too 

little information from ads

No expert advice/answer is 

available

Offer communication not clear 

to prospect

Prospect did not get preferred 

payment option

Representative could not 

address prospect's queries

Prospect finds too much / too 

little information from ads

Prospect does not pay 

enough attention to ads

Too many models are 

advertised 

Too many brands are 

advertised 

Prospect did not get preferred 

payment option

Prospect was not given all 

relevant information

Digital medium

Top friction media points

PrintOutdoor Radio Dealer 

Note: At the intent stage, only dealer and online touch points were 

evaluated in the media mix to calculate friction

Total population  

– 100% 

Total population  

– 100% 

Total population  

– 100% 
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Prospect did not get preferred 

payment option

Prospect was not given all relevant 

information

SEC B DROP OUT DUE TO  LACK OF OFFERS AND INFORMATION AT THE INTENT STAGE

Nearly 72 per cent of SEC B consumers  abandon their smartphone purchase, which is about 14 per cent, higher than SEC A dropouts.

SEC B consumers are more cautious in their approach, and drop out at the top of the funnel due to a lack of offer communication. Closer to the purchase, they want all their products, 

pricing and payment related queries being attended to, a lack of which can make them lose interest and drop out of the journey. Dealer education and lead ads can play a critical role in 

reducing this friction.

Businesses, thus, can reduce friction by proactively communicating bundled deals, price drops and exchange offers, motivating consumers to make a purchase.

Aware decision makers

Consideration

Intent

89%

68%

58%

Purchase

37%

89%

64%

47%

28%

SEC A SEC B

21%

21%

25%

17%

19%

10%

Prospect finds too much/too little 

information from ads

Ads do not outline the features and 

price points clearly

Prospect finds little relevant 

information

Too many brands advertised 

Prospect did not get preferred 

payment option

Limited payment or financing 

options listed

Ads do not outline the features & price 

points clearly

Prospect finds too much/too little 

information from ads

Offer communication not clear to 

prospect

Too many models advertised 

Note: At the intent stage, only dealer and online touch points were 

evaluated in the media mix to calculate frictionDealer Print Radio Digital medium

Top friction media points

Total population  – 100% Total population  – 100% 
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SHARE ADEQUATE INFORMATION TO REDUCE TIME AND EFFORT  

In the awareness stage, a prospect is required to make the effort to discover a brand, product and service. Any information gap or additional effort at this stage can cause the loss of 

the potential lead. It is not only critical for businesses to share enough and relevant information at this stage, but also make it easy for prospects to find it. They should be able to find 

the information they are looking for on the channel and medium of their choice. 

With print, outdoor and radio offering maximum friction during the awareness stage, brands can rely on television for reach, and build engagement and generate leads through digital 

channels. 

Brands can build an omni channel lead management mechanism to provide online leads to promoters on real time basis. They can also create brand awareness by engaging loyal 

consumers and fans on new product updates and offers through social media.

Top media friction points Television Print Outdoor Radio Dealer Digital

Ads do not outline the 

features and price points

clearly

Prospect finds too 

much/too little information 

from ads 

Prospect does not know 

what to do next after 

watching ads

Prospect does not pay 

enough attention to ads 

Price was not favorable

38%

38%

36%

35%

26%

15%

27%

7%

10%

7%

32%

30%

22%

17%

25%

26%

25%

23%

13%

14%

31%

18%

34%

19%

19%

11%

3%

7%

9%

6%

21%

9%

16%

15%

21%

Overall friction score for 

the medium
49% 80% 78% 83% 31% 62%

Percentage of respondents experiencing the mentioned friction 

in respective media touch points%

Media with lowest friction for the given friction point Media with highest friction for the given friction point

Medium causing high friction

Awareness

Consideration 

Intent 

Purchase

Awareness friction
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COMMUNICATE PERSONALISED AND RELEVANT OFFERS, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

At this stage, businesses could focus on helping prospects decide on products suitable to meet their needs and spending capability.  

In this scenario, businesses could avoid confusing consumers with multiple product advertisements, which lead to friction at this stage. Brands can improve experience and 

productivity by clearly highlighting product features, price points, deals and offers. 

Offering expert opinion/advice, leveraging the power of influencers, linking product advertisements to verified digital properties, and using immersive and sequential content can 

play a key role in moving prospects closer to making a purchase.  

Brands are actively leveraging the immersive storytelling experience through videos provided by Facebook 360 to engage with prospective consumers.1

Digital publishers NowThis and Kleenex have partnered to create branded content stories on Facebook to engage with consumers in a better manner.2

Top media friction points Television Print Outdoor Radio Dealer Digital

Offer communication not 

clear to prospect

Too many models are 

advertised

Prospect finds little 

relevant information

Too many brands are 

advertised 

No expert advice/answers 

available

34%

34%

33%

32%

32%

8%

11%

30%

12%

11%

19%

21%

37%

20%

29%

28%

14%

26%

14%

22%

22%

13%

15%

12%

20%

12%

8%

6%

5%

7%

15%

15%

10%

13%

15%

Overall friction score 55% 91% 93% 89% 33% 65%

Percentage of respondents experiencing the mentioned friction 

in respective media touch points%

Media with lowest friction for the given friction point Media with highest friction for the given friction point

Medium causing high friction

Awareness

Consideration 

Intent 

Purchase

Consideration friction

Source:

[1]Facebook Business Blog

[2] Branded Content Case Study: NowThis with Kleenex, 

Facebook, Jan 2017
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PROVIDE RESOLUTION — CONSUMER QUERIES AND PAYMENT OPTIONS 

The cost of losing a lead at this stage can be significant, adversely impacting the brand’s ROI. 

Businesses, therefore, could make an extra effort to make the stage effortless for consumers to complete a purchase. 

By adding a Facebook consumer chat plugin to the primary website, Claro Brazil could serve 30 per cent more consumers using the same technology already used by Messenger.1 On 

similar lines, smartphone brands could integrate their online and offline channels to share leads and instantly follow-up through offline touch points.

With dealers and digital channels being crucial media touch points at this stage, investing in in-shop demonstrators training, and enabling them with digital devices, chat services and 

omni-channel play can help ease the friction by providing a quick resolution to queries.

Challenges related to payment can be addressed by leading mobile payment solutions (digital wallet, UPI, EMI, CoD, etc.) and by bringing information transparency at every point of sale.

Brand can help attract their existing consumers with lucrative exchange offers during new launches using digital targeting.

Top media friction points Dealer Digital

Prospect does not find preferred payment 

option

Prospect does not find relevant information

Limited payment or financing options listed

Representative could not address 

prospect‘s queries

No easy access to someone to speak to or 

chat with from customer service centre

52%

39%

38%

36%

33%

Percentage of respondents experiencing the mentioned friction 

in the intent stage%

Awareness

Consideration 

Intent 

Purchase

Intent friction

52%

5%

5%

6%

21%

31%

20%

21%

24%

15%

Sources:

[1] As per information provided by 

Facebook India Online Services 

Private Limited

Overall friction score 36% 69%

Note: At the intent stage, only dealer and online touch points were 

evaluated in the media mix to calculate friction
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CONVENIENCE, TOUCH AND FEEL, DRIVE SMARTPHONE PURCHASES 

Touch and feel remains one of the key factors influencing offline purchase. Brands, by strategically leveraging consumer-friendly technologies such as AR/VR and adopting omni-channel 

approach, can replicate the offline experience for consumers to amplify sales. 

In addition, the study indicates that mobile purchase pathways are shorter by approximately 14 per cent, thereby helping marketers reach consumers in a cost-effective manner.

Marketers can look at options for providing demo facilities to consumers before they make a purchase.

To drive brand advocacy, businesses could actively engage with consumers after a sale and use the power of social media to spread positive sentiments for the product(s) of the brand. 

Brands can take steps to reduce purchase and post purchase friction, such as  allowing consumers to book products online and collect them offline or purchase offline by paying online. 

Brands can also address the issue of part replacement, a common post purchase friction factor by providing lucrative offers for part replacement in the purchase itself.

Why 

purchase 

online?

Anytime

shopping

Door step 

delivery

Easy access to 

multiple brands

68%

61%

59%

Why 

purchase 

offline?

Ability to touch

and feel the product

Immediate availability of 

product

Ease of product 

return

55%

54%

46%

Purchase channel preference Key activities – post purchase 

42%

35%

35%

Recommended the product on direct messengers

Spoke about the product on Social Media

Recommended the product on social media

30%

27%

Wrote review about the product

online on a shopping website

Discussed the purchase with my 

friends and family members
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FRICTION BUSTING -

INCREASING SALES 

OPPORTUNITY WITH 

MOBILE 
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ABOUT 7 IN 10 SMARTPHONE PURCHASES IN 2022 ARE LIKELY TO BE MOBILE-INFLUENCED

By 2022, mobile internet users in India are expected to rise to 677 million, up from 420  million users1 in 2017. Nearly three out  of four smartphone purchases in 2022 are likely to 

be mobile-influenced, while nearly one out of two mobiles in 2022 would be Facebook-influenced. Mobile purchase pathways are also shorter, that helps marketers reach out to 

their consumers in a cost-effective  manner.

Consumers purchasing on mobile have a 14 per cent shorter purchase journey as compared to those purchasing offline.

2017 2022

Mobile Mobile

56% 29%

53% 30%

66% 43%

72% 40%

68% 42%

80% 54%

Average

influence 58% 33% 73% 44%

Sources: [1] Internet users to touch 420 million by June 2017: IAMAI report , Economic Times, May 2017

KPMG in India’s  analysis, 2018  and estimates for 2022 are based  on current  statistics obtained from Euro 

monitor: Mobile phones in India Database, April 2018 database,; eMarketer Forecasts Strong Growth in 

Facebook Users in India, eMarketer, June 2017; Internet users in India expected to reach 500 million by June: 

IAMAI, Economic Times, February 2018

Mobile USD8.5bn 1.8x

USD4.8bn

2017 2022

USD15.6bn

USD9.5bn2x

Purchase journey in days 

Offline

purchase

Mobile

purchase
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METHODOLOGY - FRICTION REDUCTION BY 
ENHANCING THE MEDIA MIX

Interpret media-related friction individually at each 

stage of the journey — awareness, consideration and 

intent

Calculate potential friction reduction opportunity 

for areas where mobile can help bring down 

friction

Calculate potential opportunity for a brand to 

reduce friction in future by enhancing mobile in the 

media mix

Recommend feasible and scalable approaches on the 

basis of identified friction areas and possibility of 

technology fitment
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MOBILE HAS A POTENTIAL TO REDUCE FRICTION BY NEARLY 5 PERCENTAGE POINTS 
ACROSS THE PURCHASE JOURNEY

Note: KPMG  in  India’s  Analysis, 2018

For all three stages - awareness, consideration and intent - the reduction in friction on offline media is based on the weighted average of friction 

scores for all online media, obtained from primary research

The calculation took into account the reduction in friction that could be achieved if offline friction percentages are replaced with the weighted averages of 

online media. It has been assumed that the values of online media can be used as a proxy for mobiles since nearly 80 per cent of the online usage take via mobile devices

Prospect finds too 

much/too little 

information from ads 

Ads do not outline the

features and price points clearly 

Prospect does not 

know what to do next 

after watching ads

Prospect does not pay 

enough attention to ads

Limited trust for 

the medium

Ads not appealing 

for the prospect

Ad language not 

clear to the prospect

Product/brand was not 

relevant to prospect

Irrelevant offers 

or adverts sent 

2017

Media

friction

2022e

Media

friction

FRICTION POINTS

Prospect finds little 

relevant information

No expert advice/answers 

available

Offered communication 

not clear to the prospect

Too many models 

are advertised

Too many brands 

are advertised

Limited trust for 

source

Prospect does not know 

where to get the information

Prospect does not know where 

to get the product from

2022e

Media 

friction

2017

Media

friction

FRICTION POINTS

No easy access to someone to 

speak to or chat with from 

customer service centre

Representative could not 

address prospect's queries

Prospect does not find 

relevant information

Limited payment or 

financing options listed

Limited trust for 

the medium

Prospect could not 

express interest

logistics/delivery process 

was not favorable

FRICTION POINTS
17% 16% 10%

AWARENESS FRICTION CONSIDERATION FRICTION INTENT FRICTION

2017

Media

friction

2022e

Media

friction

47%

18%

20%

10%

11%

22%

8%

12%

8%

40%

20%

22%

9%

13%

8%

22%

11%

21%

15%

9%

10%

9%

10%

13%
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34% 29%

5 percentage 

points reduction 

in Media friction

INCREASING MOBILE IN MEDIA MIX CAN CREATE A USD3.1 BILLION SALES OPPORTUNITY 
AND REDUCE CONSUMER ACQUISITION  COST BY 13 PER CENT

Sources: Digital Advertising in India 2018, Dentsu Aegis Network, KPMG in India’s analysis

Methodology: The projection is based on estimated ratio of the average cost of consumer acquisition for online and offline media in the telecom industry. The 

ratio is assumed to remain consistent in 2022 and to project incremental spend on mobile-based digital advertisement to tap the USD3.1 billion opportunity.

There is an opportunity to generate USD3.1 billion by replacing less efficient offline media touch points with mobile-based advertisement approaches. This can create value for 

smartphone marketers by reducing their average cost of acquiring consumers (CPA) by up to 13 per cent. CPA of a mobile-based digital medium is today only a fraction of traditional 

media. Therefore, mobile-based advertising approaches offer better experience to consumers and higher economic value to marketers.

MEDIA FRICTION

2017 2022e

14%

11%

9%

17% 

reduction

in media 

friction

16% 

reduction

in media 

friction

10% 

reduction

in media 

friction

USD3.1 billion

13%

Reduction in 

consumer acquisition 

cost by moving 

spends from 

traditional media like 

print, outdoor and 

radio to mobile

Opportunity for 

the brand 

AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

INTENT

PURCHASE
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TO GET THIS ADDITIONAL PURCHASE CONVERSION OF 5%, BRANDS CAN BRING DOWN 
THE CONSUMER  ACQUISITION COST BY 13% WITH MOBILE

FRICTION 

POINTS

FRICTION 

BUSTERS

FRICTION 

POINTS

FRICTION 

BUSTERS

FRICTION 

POINTS

FRICTION 

BUSTERS

Brand not relevant to 

prospect/irrelevant 

offers/too many

models 

advertised

Leveraging AI/machine

learning to determine

precise targeting on the 

basis of demographics, 

product  history, 

purchasing power, etc.

Prospect does not 

pay attention to the 

ads /ad not 

appealing for the 

prospect / ads do 

not outline the 

features

Immersive formats for 

communication

Engaging ads help

consumers take the

next step in the 

purchase journey

Prospect finds little 

information from 

ads/does not know 

what to do 

next after 

watching ads

Clear call to action on

next steps

Simplified storytelling 

by sequential steps, 

product comparison 

features, expert 

opinion/query 

Ad language 

not clear 

to the prospect

Language targeting:

customised 

creatives

No easy access 

to someone to 

speak to or chat 

with from 

customer 

service centre

Automated leads

Message bots 

Call prompter

Limited trust 

for the medium

Leveraging the power 

of influencers

Prospect could 

not express 

interest

Ads with 

pre-filled forms

Prospect does 

not find 

relevant 

information

Precise targeting

using machine 

learning/AI

Search indexed 

keywords

Product 

comparison

Prospect finds 

little relevant 

information or

buyer does not

know where to 

get the 

information from

Deep link product 

information to verified 

brand properties

such as websites/apps

Immersive formats 

usage for communication

No expert 

advice/ answers

available

Dynamic chat bots for

query resolution 

Leverage the power 

of influencers

Ads do not outline 

the payment 

options

Payment communication 

at the right stage of 

journey

Message bots

Nurturing consumers 

by retargeting

AWARENESS FRICTION CONSIDERATION FRICTION INTENT FRICTION
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ZERO FRICTION

FUTURE - REIMAGINING 

THE PURCHASE 

JOURNEY
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REIMAGINE SMARTPHONE PATH TO PURCHASE

Consumers for this category no longer belong to a homogenous segment. This has led to the emergence of different pathways, with digital playing a key

role in shaping most, if not all, pathways. With increased adoption of digital and rapid enhancement in consumer-friendly technology, such as AR/VR, consumer analytics through 

AI, machine learning and personalised offers, the path to purchase is expected to become shorter and smooth. With this increasingly non-linear journey, the purchase cycle seems 

to be gearing up for a frictionless future.

Personalised schemes and offers based on 

interest of a person.e.g. A smartphone with high 

end camera targeted to a person showcasing 

interest in photography

Online community to be a single location or product 

information to make a purchase

Localised language content to help with before- and 

after-sales assistance

Future technologies such as AR/VR to help 

Consumers explore the product on digital media

before purchases

Experience stores to help consumers

understand different features 

Transactional ads to facilitate consumer interaction 

via online ads

Social Media/messengers to facilitate 

payments/purchases

Easy upgrades via exchange offers

Connected devices

where smartphone 

play a critical role

After sales assistance via AI/machine earning

Customised offers, freebies, payment options 

Brand loyalists to subscribe for product upgrades 

and newer models

One click purchase from e-commerce 

websites and online portals

Consumers can design their own smartphones 

and get it collected offline or order them online

QR scan codes from online/offline medium to 

facilitate direct purchase

User-driven content to play a critical role to influence 

the purchase journey 

Physical stores, outdoor avenues having digital 

display on product purchase

Bring store to the 

forefront: Consumers 

get AI-based offers 

and updates on 

smartphones 
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METHODOLOGY

Phase 2: Deep dive

• Purposive sampling to recruit 

respondents for each category, 

and each cohort

• Each cohort helped provide 

detailed information at different 

stages in the purchase journey

Aware Non considerers

Considerers

Intenders

Buyers

Reasons for 

non-consideration

Influence of media 

touch points

Reasons for friction

Influence of media 

touch points

Reasons for friction

Analysing different 

paths to purchase

Influence of touch points

Reasons for friction

Gender Age Group(years) NCCS*

Male: 499 18-24: 338 SEC A: 614

Female: 425 25-34: 328 SEC B: 310

35-49:  258

Primary research methodology

The study entails the following approach to identify in-depth understanding of the 

consumer purchase journey and friction areas therein

Primary research was undertaken by Nielsen India to cover the overall  purchase 

journey of a consumer and to understand the friction points at each step of the 

journey. The study is based on 924 respondents split as:

Primary interviews

Detailed interviews were conducted with sector experts to understand key industry 

trends, friction areas, future pathways and outlook. 

Secondary research

Detailed secondary research was undertaken to understand the smartphone 

industry, market growth and future trends.

• NCCS — New Consumer Classification System
• Listing exercise conducted to derive the dropouts at each stage of the journey for the categories separately among randomly 

selected respondents

• Size of the cohorts from listing was used as weighting inputs for the outputs from the quantitative deep dive

• Base has been considered as those who are aware of the category and are either primary decision makers/have actively 

contributed to the decision-making process

• Active considerers — begun to consider in the last six months, but are yet to purchase

• Passive considerers — begun to consider in the last one year, but are yet to purchase

• Buyers — bought in the last six months

Primary research methodology

Phase 1: Listing

Aware decision makers

Considerers

Intenders

Buyers

Loss due to 

friction (%)

Loss due to 

friction (%)

Loss due to 

friction (%)

Total population  

• Listing exercise was conducted to better 

understand the proportion in the universe that 

falls under each individual cohort at any given 

time and to derive the size of these cohorts to 

be applied in the deep dive phase

• Large scale listing study was conducted to 

capture incidence of respondents falling under 

the different cohorts of consumers i.e. Buyers,  

Considerers and Aware Non-considerers
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ABOUT KPMG IN INDIA ABOUT FACEBOOK ABOUT NIELSEN

KPMG in India, a professional services firm, is 

the Indian member firm affiliated with KPMG 

International and was established in September 

1993. Our professionals leverage the global 

network of firms, providing detailed knowledge of 

local laws, regulations, markets and competition. 

KPMG has offices across India in Ahmedabad, 

Bengaluru, Chandigarh, Chennai, Gurugram, 

Hyderabad, Jaipur, Kochi, Kolkata, Mumbai, 

Noida, Pune and Vadodara. 

KPMG in India offers services to national and 

international clients in India across sectors. We 

strive to provide rapid, performance-based, 

industry-focussed and technology-enabled 

services, which reflect a shared knowledge of 

global and local industries and our experience of 

the Indian business environment.

Founded in 2004, Facebook’s mission is to give 

people the power to share and make the world 

more open and connected. Over 2.2 billion 

people globally and 284 million people in India 

use Facebook to connect and share the things 

they care about and to discover what’s going on 

in the world. Facebook for Business’ Marketing 

Tools help businesses find new consumers and 

build lasting relationships with them. Whether 

you’re just getting started with Facebook for your 

business, or you’re ready to optimise your 

Facebook presence to meet specific goals, 

Facebook for business is here to help. Facebook 

IQ is a team of world’s leading experts on data 

analysis and storytelling, who provide marketers 

a true understanding of people, and what drives 

them to stop, look, feel, share, do and buy. We 

then translate what these insights mean for 

brands.

Nielsen Holdings plc (NYSE: NLSN) is a global 

performance management company that 

provides a comprehensive understanding of what 

consumers watch and buy. Nielsen’s Watch 

segment provides media and advertising clients 

with Nielsen Total Audience measurement 

services for all devices on which content —

video, audio and text — is consumed. The Buy 

segment offers consumer packaged goods 

manufacturers and retailers the industry’s only 

global view of retail performance measurement. 

By integrating information from its Watch and 

Buy segments and other data sources, Nielsen 

also provides its clients with analytics that help 

improve performance. Nielsen, an S&P 500 

company, has operations in over 100 countries, 

covering more than 90% of the world’s 

population. For more information, visit 

www.nielsen.com
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